RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: Matthew 4:1-11
Subject: The Lord’s Temptations
Dole Notes: Volume: 4 Chapter: 104 Page: 287
Age Group: Junior, 9-11

basic supplies: ✂️ GLUE 🎨 MARKERS 📜 PAPER 🎨 PAINT

materials: ° corks, pins
• paper clips
• pencil erasers
• modeling clay
• white heavy paper

teacher preparation:
• make sample
• cut out small circles
• unbend paper clips

procedure:
• draw and cut out image of self.
• draw LORD on one circle, evil spirit on another.
• construct balance model as shown.
• attach figures
• talk about our being in balance between good and evil.

notes: you can use styrofoam instead of cork, and beads for clay.

music: first songs:
Lori’s tape: The Lord is all powerful
Liturgy: 464, 466, S 19